stockton graham & co.
blending the art and
business of coffee
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“Hummingbird’s rebranding efforts have helped to grow our core customer
base and average purchase size while preparing us for a changing
marketplace as evidenced by larger account wins. We have been able to
grow while most of our competitors have not. Hummingbird’s efforts helped us
to develop coffee brands to address specific channel needs while maintaining
the integrity of our core brand. Rebranding of our sales collateral, marketing
and websites by Hummingbird also allowed us to land several multi-units (50
plus locations) within 18 months. Contributing factors in this were comments
from the customers that our website, collateral and public relations strategy
gave them confidence in us as a company having a well thought out
articulated business strategy and able to serve their needs of their businesses.”
Jeff Vojta, Founder

the goal

Stockton Graham & Co. opened
its retail store in 1994 under the
name Classic Coffees. Two years
later, they hired Hummingbird
to rebrand the company and
develop a new identity in the
wake of the decision to shift their
focus to wholesale. In 2014, as
the 20-year anniversary of the
company drew near, Stockton
Graham & Co.’s leadership team
felt a need to take a new look
at the way the company was
branded. The company wanted
to celebrate its accomplishment,
and at the same time, use it to
create new momentum and

propel their growth in the next
chapter of the business.
As Stockton Graham & Co.
approached its third decade
serving the Raleigh area, the
team saw a unique window
of opportunity. They also
recognized a need to preserve
the core values and strengths
that had created their success,
while making the shift necessary
to respond to a changing market.

the problem

For nearly two decades,
the company had earned
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a reputation for delivering
premium, high-quality coffee
beans. In that time, competition
had intensified with more coffee
brands entering the market.
The ability to produce topquality coffee no longer gave
the company a significant
competitive advantage.
We knew that the company did
not want to change its name,
but their sales and marketing
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teams needed a new way to talk
about what the company did.
Stockton Graham & Co.’s direct
competitors all provided highquality coffee beans. We found
that coffee retailers did not
perceive any obvious difference
between many of the types of
coffee available on the market.
The company had a solid
foundation of success and a
well-established name in the
market, but needed a new
way to differentiate itself. We
took inventory of the team’s
competitive assets and
conducted a series of interviews,
both internally and externally,
in order to discover some
new insights into how to best
distinguish Stockton Graham
& Co. from other roasters. We
ultimately uncovered a hidden
competitive advantage that
allowed us to reposition the
company while keeping the
same name.

our solution

As we interviewed Stockton
Graham & Co.’s internal team
and customers, we discovered
something simple but powerful.

Stockton Graham & Co. is
not just a coffee roaster; they
are experts in the business
of coffee. Stockton Graham
& Co.’s customers (typically
coffee shops, restaurants and
some C-stores) are passionate
about coffee, but often do not
understand the economics of
building a profitable coffee
business.
Stockton Graham & Co.’s top
customers made little mention
of the product. They repeatedly
commented about how much
they appreciated the valuable
business advice they received
from Stockton Graham &
Co.. They respected Stockton
Graham & Co.’s ability to analyze
the numbers and help them
execute a successful beverage
program. Retailers noted their
insight into factors like pricing,
menu, increasing ticket size and
growing repeat business. They
liked hearing ideas for marketing,
such as seasonal promotions,
beverage lineup, signage and instore displays.
By contrast, we noticed that
competing coffee roasters

were mostly talking about
coffee beans in their marketing
messages. None of the
competition seemed to be
putting their business expertise out
front. Stockton Graham & Co.’s
best customers had shown great
appreciation for an asset that
their competitors did not possess
in any obvious way.
Based on or research, we settled
on the tagline “Blending the art
and business of coffee”. Our goal
was to highlight the company’s
strength as a trusted business
advisor for coffee retailers, while
showing the team’s continued
commitment to delivering
the best coffee, supplies and
equipment.
To visually represent the Art
of hand-crafted coffees, we
developed a concept using an
illustrative style with cut paper.
To represent the Business idea,
“BE-AN guy” images were
developed representing different
adventures, jobs and product
lines related to the coffee and
specialty beverage industry. We
also developed new imagery
to highlight the company’s 20th
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Anniversary, including an anniversary icon, marketing
materials and packaging for a limited released coffee
blend, themed website sliders, social media content
and more.
To tie it all together, we developed infographics
showing how Stockton Graham & Co. blends the art
and business of coffee—from sourcing the beans to
developing and executing a retail beverage program.

the result

As a result of its work with Hummingbird, the
Stockton Graham & Co. team was able to more
naturally tell the story of their company, and the
sales team was able to convey the unique benefits
of partnering with Stockton Graham & Co. in a way
that was easy for customers to understand.
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Here were a few other results we were able to deliver:
• Steady sales growth in new vertical markets
• High click-through rate on triggered email
campaigns
• Steady growth of website visits and social media
engagement
• Reduced time making website edits through
WordPress platform and templating
• Improved marketing toolbox for sales and
customer care teams
• More distinct competitive advantages communicated through clear positioning in the market
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